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  eBoot – August 2012 
 
   This month’s edition includes: 

 Forthcoming walks 

 Committee business 
 Walking for Health 

 First Aid Training 

 Ramblers Routes 
 Footpath maintenance 

 Planning and Environment 
 National news 

 Events and trips     
 What we did on our holidays 

 Commercial corner 
 

Forthcoming walks 
 

On 5 August Tony Kerr will be leading a walk along half of the newly-
created Winchcombe Way (see 

www.winchcombewelcomeswalkers.com/walks/winchcombe_way.asp). At 
just over 20 miles, it will be a long day, but the 

ascents are relatively easy, the route goes 

through charming Cotswold villages and there are 
delightful views of the surrounding hills and of 

the Malverns, Vale of Evesham, the Welsh hills 
and Sudeley Castle. If the weather is bad we can 

cut off a few miles and spend a bit longer in one 
of the excellent pubs. 

 
Also on 5 August, Sue Finney is leading the B walk. The walk starts at 

the tranquil Hawkridge Reservoir, about 5 miles west 
of Bridgwater.  We climb up through woodland to the 

top of the Quantock Hills, with lovely views towards 
the coast.  After about 3 miles on the high ground, 

we descend to Crowcombe for a pub lunch.  After 
lunch the walk takes us back over the top, to descend 

via Ramscombe back to our start point. Approx. 12 

miles with two steepish ascents. 
 

Julie Boston is leading a short evening walk on 7 August. ‘We will leave 
the Arnolfini, Narrow Quay at 6.30pm for a walk which follows the Malago 

River to Bishopsworth. There are spectacular views from the meadow 
sloping down to the dramatic Manor Woods. The open spaces are well 

maintained by Bristol City Council inspired by the Malago Valley 

http://www.winchcombewelcomeswalkers.com/walks/winchcombe_way.asp
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Conservation Group. Return on buses 75.’ 
 

On 9 August, Chris and Jeanie will lead a longer evening walk along a 
river and through broadleaf woods. The start is at Congresbury car park 

at the bottom of Rhodyate Hill, left at the hatch marks. The walk proceeds 
along the river Yeo towards Wrington. If there is time (which I doubt) we 

will go into Wrington and up into the fields above. If there is not enough 
daylight (which I believe), we will turn left before the village and up to 

Kings Wood with fine views over the Mendip Hills. Dropping back down to 

Congresbury and the pub! 
 

On 12 August John Wrigley will lead a Hill Walk in the western side of 
the Brecon Beacons NP taking in the spectacular escarpment of Black 

Mountain (Fan Brycheiniog). The walk picks 
its way round the many shake holes on Black 

Mountain before turning north to the main 
escarpment. Having traversed most of this 

we will descend via Llyn y Fan Fach and 
alongside an attractive cascade of waterfalls. 

After a short intermediate climb and descent 
we will make the very steep climb of Fan 

Gyhirych’s western flank before returning to 
the start point near Glyntawe. Fairly early in 

the walk we will cross a sizable stream. It is not particularly wide but if 

wet weather continues the water is likely to overtop walking boots. You 
might want to save your boots by bringing some light shoes to wade 

across. This is a very tough Hill Walk of around 17 miles and 5000ft of 
ascent. Just as importantly, it is in remote country and lengthy stretches 

are on rough pathless terrain. 
 

On 15 August Julie Parry leads a walk that takes in three areas of 
woodland, offering some protection from hot sun or pouring rain – who 

knows what the weather will be like on the day!  Starting from the car 
park opposite The George at Abbots Leigh we will walk through Leigh 

Woods before crossing over to Ashton Court where there will be a coffee 
stop at the Golf Course café. The route 

leads through the woods at Ashton Court 
and then through more woods to the lovely 

Abbots Pool.   From there it doesn’t take 

long to get back to the George. Total 
distance is about 6 miles and there is a 

choice of pub or nearby picnic spot for 
lunch. The 359 bus (9.30am from Bristol 

Bus Station) is a good choice for those 
wishing to leave the car behind. 
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Also on 15 August, Keith Budd is leading a mid-week A walk. Explore 
quintessential English countryside and encounter numerous lovely villages 
and hamlets bordering the Lansdown plateau on this roller-coaster walk! Also 
expect a battle-site, beautiful valleys, a racecourse and some wonderful views 
if the weather is kind. Should be a very pleasant and rewarding day out! 
                                           
Paula Cannings is leading an evening walk to Beese’s Tea Gardens on 16 
August (6.30pm, about 5 miles). Meet at the car park behind the shops 

in Brislington Village (accessed via Church Hill). ‘This walk will surprise 
you, if you don’t know the area.  We will explore some of the lesser 

known parks, green spaces, woods, fields and a rural section of the River 
Avon. We will visit historic and quirky Beese’s Tea Gardens (the group can 

decide how long we stay there), before returning to the start by a 
different route.’        

Phone 07950271150 for encouragement or directions.  

 
On 19 August, Martin Summerell is leading the B walk on The Ridgeway. 

‘We drive east and in less than an hour we will be taking in the delights of 
the Ridgeway, reliably referred to as ‘the 

oldest continually used trackway in the 
world’: Waylands Smithy Long Barrow, 

Uffington Fort, and White Horse Hill (the 
highest point in Wiltshire) are our morning 

highlights. Lunch stop, with pub, is in the 
Oxfordshire village of Uffington.  A delightful 

selection of hamlets with thatched cottages 
pepper our return walk with, hopefully, Franco 

and his ice-cream van in attendance.’ 
 

Also on 19 August, Nigel deBray is leading a Sunday afternoon walk. The 

route follows the Frome Valley Walkway south from the White Horse on 
the B4058 by the sharp corner at the bottom of the hill, to Frenchay 

before crossing the river, passing the Bristol Turnpike Trust parish 
marker, and heading along footpaths and back-roads to rejoin the 

walkway for a short distance before climbing to the Iron Age hill-fort of 
Bury Hill.  From there we return to the start point via Damson's Bridge to 

cross the Frome again and following the walkway and back-roads. 
 

Nigel is also leading an Avon Area Walk on 22 August. The walk starts at 
10am at Filton Abbey Wood Rail Station (buses70, 73, U1, U2, U5, 581). 

This is a linear walk, winding its way through the green areas of north 
Bristol by way of footpaths and back streets, eventually finishing at Bristol 

Temple Meads.  The route includes open areas in Filton, 
parks and Horfield Common. The earlier part is fairly gentle, but the later 
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part over Cotham is harder work. 

Keith Budd leads the B walk on 26 August: a delightful outing that 
encompasses the lovely villages of Coombe Hay and Wellow via rural, country 
lanes, wooded footpaths and quiet streams. Also look forward to an ancient 
burial mound, the site of St Julians Well, plus a good serving of hills and 
farmland. Warning! We start the walk, unusually, by proceeding downhill, so, 
you can guess what comes at the end of the day... 
P.S - Bring a torch if you can. 
 
Maureen Johnson leads an evening walk on 30 August. The walk 

starts/finishes at the Toby Carvery/Maes Knoll pub on the A37 that is 
known locally as 'the Black Lion'.  Why was the name changed, to the  

confusion of visitors to the area, who think that the Maes Knoll Iron Age 
Fort is very nearby?  Anyhow, we will stay on 

level ground and take in the features of this 
part of Whitchurch which has many horse 

fields, in which some are grazing, some are 
rather friendly, some are protected, and some are not to be seen.  You 

may enjoy other wildlife too.                                                        
 

Committee business 

 
The Group’s Committee met on 8 June. Among the matters discussed 

were: 
 Ways in which the Group might help with the local Walking for 

Health programme (and vice versa). Eileen Bartlett writes in more 
detail about this below. Ideas include the possibility of Ramblers 

leading walks and helping to set up a Redland/Clifton Group, and 
subsidized first aid training at Frenchay; 

 Arrangements for the AGM, which will take place on 30 October at a 
new venue, the Redland Green Bowls Clubhouse; 

 The national Ramblers Routes database of walking routes. This is 
covered by a separate item in this newsletter; 

 The Group’s budget – we are solvent! 
 Priorities for footpath clearance and signage work; 

 The Group’s response to a number of City Council projects, 

including BRT2, BRT3 and the South Bristol Link Road, and the 
Walking Strategy. 

 
At the AGM, we would like to recognize notable actions or contributions by 

members, and to acknowledge some of the year’s most memorable walks. 
If you have nominations/suggestions for either category, please let us 

know. 
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We hope that you approve of the revised presentation of the walks 
programme on the home page of the Group’s website. We are thinking 

of adopting the same tabular presentation for the printed/electronic 
programme. Let us know is you disagree. 

 
Please also let us know if, like me, you find that the programme and the 

information about downloads overlap on screen. This is perplexing the 
boffins, and they need all the clues they can get. 

 

Walking for Health 
 

As you may have read, since April 2012 the Ramblers is the new national 
host providing training and support for  England’s health walks network, 

supported by Macmillan Cancer Support.  We see this as a great 
opportunity to reach even more walkers and Eileen Bartlett has met with 

the co-ordinators of Walk for Health, Bristol. 
 

Walk for Health Bristol is an initiative which supports Bristol’s diverse 
communities to become more active through walking.  It is designed to 

encourage people of all ages to walk further, more briskly and more often 
to gain the health benefits we all know can be gained from walking. The 

combination of outdoor exercise and social interaction are good for 
everyone’s health and well being. 

 

What can we do to support this to support this excellent initiative? 
 

Well, Walk for Health is always looking for new volunteers including walk 
leaders, walk assistants, route assistants.  There are over 30 walking 

groups (walking initiatives) across Bristol which offer a range of walks 
from shorter, flat routes for people who may not have exercised in a while 

to longer walks suitable for people who are currently fit and active. 
 

In particular, there are currently no walking group in the Redland/Clifton 
area. If you would be interested in setting up a group or volunteering 

please contact Sian Davies, Health Walks Coordinator (Sian Davies, 
Health Walks Coordinator – 0117 352 1283 / 07810506738).   Training, 

support and advice will be provided. 
 

We are hoping that fitter health walkers who get the ‘walking bug’ may 

want to explore longer walks and ‘step up’ and join our programme of 
walks. We currently send details of our shorter walks to Walk for Health.   

 
There may also be Ramblers members, friends or family who, for a 

variety of reasons, no longer find our programme of walks meets their 
requirements but still want to remain active and enjoy the social side of 
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group walking.  The Walk for Health programme of walks provides a wide 
range of shorter local walks.  Some of the walks are geared towards 

particular groups of people e.g. The Sunflower Walking Group have 
weekly walks for people affected by cancer, including carers. 

 
We are also planning to have a joint festival of walks in the spring – more 

about this in the months ahead. 
 

Please take the time to peruse www.bristol.gov.uk/healthwalk to find out 

more about Walking for Health, Bristol and to think about whether you 
can help or benefit from this new partnership. 

 
First Aid Training - HEARTSTART 

 
The Heartstart scheme teaches people what to do in a life threatening 

emergency.  Simple skills that can save lives: 
 

 Assessing an unconscious patient 
 Performing CPR 

 Dealing with choking 
 Serious bleeding 

 Helping someone who may have a heart attack 
 

Frenchay Resuscitation Unit provides 2 hour training sessions at Frenchay 

or Southmead hospitals 4.00pm to 6.00pm or in the evening from 
7.00pm. The Group would meet the (modest) cost, so the training would 

be free for members. If you would be interested in learning these skills 
please contact eileenbartlett65@gmail.com.   

 
Ramblers Routes 

 
As you may have seen in Walk magazine, the Ramblers are setting up a 

national electronic database of walking routes. This was originally 
developed for Walking for Health, but is now being extended to include 

longer walks. 
 

This gives you the opportunity to share your favourite routes with a wider 
audience. Perhaps you want to keep them to yourself. But if not, the 

system enables you to design a route card which will then be available on 

the world wide web. You can register as a route designer and/or checker. 
Details are at www.ramblersroutes.org, and the process is pretty 

straightforward. 
 

A number of routes in the Bristol area have already been submitted, and 
the Group has been invited to check them. Most are from Geoff Mullett’s 

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/healthwalk
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books. Current examples include Blaise & Kingsweston, Iron Acton and 
Tickenham Moor. 

 
If you would be willing to check one of them, please contact 

carew.reynell@gmail.com.  
 

Planning and Environment 
 

The Group’s closing submission to the public inquiry into BRT2 (the 

proposed bus route from Ashton Vale to the centre) is now on the Group’s 
website. This clearly sets out our concerns about the impact on the 

walking environment along much of the route and the potential traffic 
generation. 

 
There is also a press release covering both BRT2 and BRT3 (the proposed 

route from the Northern Fringe to Hengrove). You may have heard Susan 
Carter being interviewed on Radio Bristol. If you have views, please let 

Susan know (susan.carter@blueyonder.co.uk). 
 

Footpath maintenance 
 

Keith Budd organized a successful and enjoyable couple of 
sessions, clearing the stretch of the Monarch’s Way by the 

Avon, adjacent to Avonmeads. About a dozen members 

joined in: particular mention must be made of Tony 
Parsons, who returned several times to carry on the good 

work. A prodigious amount of undergrowth has been 
cleared and the path transformed. Now please use it, to 

keep it that way! 
 

National news 
 

The Ramblers have launched a campaign against the Natural England’s 
plans to decentralize responsibility for England’s National Trails to untried 

and untested local Trail Partnerships. There is further information on the 
national website (www.ramblers.org.uk). 

 
Events and trips 

 

The Bristol Civic Society has organized a ‘Walk Talk double bill’, with talks 
about Bristol’s Walking Strategy and the Forest of Avon Community 

Forest Path. This event will take place at the Unitarian Meeting Hall, 
Brunswick Square at 7.30 pm on 31 July (charge of £5 for non-

members). 
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The Mendip Ramblers August Bank Holiday Walking Festival takes place 
25-27 August. There are details on their website, or from 

paularuddock@btinternet.com. 
 

Member David Chalmers is organizing a group trip on the Waverley 
(the world’s last ocean-going paddle steamer) on 29 August. The cruise 

departs from Clevedon at 2 pm and calls at Penarth before arriving at 
Minehead at 4.45 pm. After visiting Porlock Bay, it returns to Clevedon at 

8.45 pm. The cost is £29 (OAP £27). There are more details on 

www.waverleyexcursions.co.uk, or phone David on 0117 9720423.  
 

Tony Kerr and Carew Reynell will be taking a small group for a week's 
walking in the Dolomites in September 2013. The likely dates are 7-14 

September, with possible accommodation at www.mugun.com, although 
there are uncertainties until the budget airlines publish their 2013 

schedules. There might be scope for others to join the group. 
Alternatively, another group might want to go at another time. Tony and 

Carew would be happy to share information about travel arrangements, 
accommodation and walks. If you would be interested, please contact 

tonykerr50@gmail.com or carew.reynell@gmail.com. 
 

What we did on our holidays  
 

Rain, rain, hail, wind, more rain. But on 8 July, as our coach crossed the 

bridge into Wales, patches of blue started to appear in the sky. By the 
time we reached Rhossili, the sun was shining, and 

it stayed that way for most of the day. Those of us 
who had left the suntan lotion at home were well 

and truly caught out! 
 

Seventeen joined the A walk, climbing Rhossili 
Down (briefly in cloud) where the paragliders were 

out in force, and then descending to join the beautiful Welsh National 
Coast Path along the south of Gower to Oxwich Bay. Thirteen joined the B 

walk, getting straight onto the coast path but finding time to stop off at 
the beach cafes at Port Eynon (excellent ice cream) and Oxwich, and 

diverting onto the beach around Port Eynon Bay and up to Oxwich Castle 
(encountering a group ‘walking for Syria’. ‘Which side?’ asked a Rambler. 

‘The good side’ was the reply). 

 
The comfortable coach made it possible to do these as linear walks, and 

enabled everyone to relax on the journey home (once the Wimbledon 
Men’s Final had finished) amidst a contented buzz 

of conversation and people ‘resting their eyes’. 
 

http://www.waverleyexcursions.co.uk/
http://www.mugun.com/
mailto:tonykerr50@gmail.com
mailto:carew.reynell@gmail.com
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We intend to include more coach trips in the 2013 programme. The 
Dorset coast has been suggested as one destination. Let us know if you 

have other suggestions. 
 

 
Commercial corner  

 
A Blacks Expedition walking pole was found outside the BBC buildings 

after a Ramblers walk about a month ago. Let us know if it is yours, so 

that it can be returned. 
 

You will be aware that HF Holidays are now the Ramblers ‘recommended 
walking holiday provider’. Among the benefits are donations to the 

Ramblers when members take HF holidays. 
 

Also note that if you book a holiday with Ramblers Holidays, this Group 
could receive a contribution (£10 for UK holidays, £20 for short haul, £30 

for long haul). We have registered with Ramblers Holidays, and the 
arrangement can apply to 2012 holidays that have already been booked, 

but have not yet taken place. See 
www.ramblersholidays.co.uk/page/thewalkingpartnership. 

 
Note that this has no impact on the price you pay for the holiday. So if 

you book with Ramblers Holidays, please be sure to let them know that 

you are a Bristol Ramblers member. 
 

Remember that most of Bristol’s outdoor gear retailers give discounts of 
10% on production of your Ramblers membership card. Cotswold 

Outdoor are the Ramblers national sponsor, and the discount that they 
offer has recently increased to 15%. And Taunton Leisure sponsor this 

local Group, and offer 20% reductions at their regular special events. 
 

 

http://www.ramblersholidays.co.uk/page/thewalkingpartnership

